IBM Maximo
The world’s leading
enterprise asset
management
solution

Get essential insights for intelligent asset
maintenance and operations. With enterprise asset
management, you can operate and maintain high-value
assets, optimize performance, extend asset lifecycles
and reduce operational downtime and costs.
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* The Grid® Report for Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) | Summer 2019 is based off of scores
calculated using the G2 Grid® algorithms from reviews collected by May 29, 2019.

Maximo is a very robust EAM system
that will allow you to configure asset
lifecycle maintenance activities at an
enterprise level. It is more user
friendly than many of the other
enterprise level systems and is easily
configurable to allow very specific
solutions to be designed based on
your business case.
- G2 Reviewer, Oil & Energy Industry, 5.0 Stars

Likely to Recommend
Maximo

84%

SAP
Category Average 82%

55%

Product Direction
Maximo

92%

SAP

60%

Infor
Category Average 85%

78%

MAXIMO is so configurable. You can
make it do anything! If you can't figure
it out on your own - there's a whole
community of users willing to help.
- G2 Reviewer, 5.0 Stars

Meets Requirements
Maximo

88%

SAP

86%

Ease of Doing Business
Maximo

80%

Infor

71%

Keeping our inventory under control
had been an issue. With many moving
parts between systems and reporting
tools the process to cycle count and
generally manage inventory was a
pain to say the least. Using mobility
and diving deeper in our
understanding of Maximo's material
management capabilities has helped
us to gain better control of all aspects
of our inventory.
- G2 Reviewer, 5.0 Stars

Ease of Setup
Maximo

66%

Infor

62%

Ease of Use
Maximo

77%

SAP

60%

We're using inspections and Maximo
anywhere to track maintenance.
Because we have better visibility
to issues we get the attention needed
to fix them immediately and
encouragement and support to
find long term solutions.
- G2 Reviewer, 5.0 Stars

G2 Score
Maximo

91%

SAP

40%

Infor
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eMaint CMMS

46%
33%

Satisfaction Score
Maximo

86%

SAP

11%

Infor

39%

eMaint CMMS

54%

Capable and has amazing industry
verticals which set Maximo apart
from all competitors. The addition
of HSE manager was a great value
and the recent Supply Chain
functionalities enhancement were
spot on. Overall, when it comes to
having an out of the box product
with deep industry understanding,
Maximo is the way to go.
- G2 Reviewer, Automotive Industry, 4.0 Stars

Market Presence Score
Maximo

95%

SAP

69%

Infor

52%

eMaint CMMS

12%

Learn more about
IBM Maximo
https://www.ibm.com/products/maximo
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Data was sourced from the Summer 2019 Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) Grid® Report
G2, the world’s leading business solution review platform, leverages more than 750,000 user reviews to drive better
purchasing decisions. Business professionals, buyers, investors, and analysts use the site to compare and select the
best software and services based on peer reviews and synthesized social data. Every month, nearly two million people
visit G2’s site to gain unique insights. G2 aims to bring authenticity and transparency to the business marketplace.
For more information, go to G2.com.

